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Nc GT rDrNG
FOR SALE:

Thunderbird Alti/ Vario.
All the extras included (Total Energy, averager, etc.)
Comes with Mains I Car battery charger.
f200 ono.
Tel: Pete 0209 716522

PERRANPORTH GLIDING CLT]B:

Colin McKenzie has organised a gliding afternoon/ evening on Tuesday 28th June.
Colin saya that KHGA members can turn up from midday onwards. The cost will be
f20 and this includes one months membership of the club which in turn entitles you to
take additional flights at normal club rates instead of paying 'punters prices'.
For further details ring Colin. 0209 211575.

KHGA 50 CLUB:

The draws for the 50 Club over the last three months are (with monotonous regularity)

MARCH
l.John Sekula
2. Jack Scott

APRIL
L Tony Scott

2. John Sekula

MAY
l.Jack Scott

2. John Sekula

It's been rumoured that John is thinking of giving up his full time job and
concentrating on a career with the 50 Club!

CHAIRMAN:Ron Ma¡kin 90209 213254. SECRETARY:AIan phipps oB72 73839.
TREASURER:BiII Scott 0637 881t20. EDITOR: 0736 79454t.
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Bassan o ,94

by Graham phipps

Following eighteen and a half hours of near continuous driving and 900 miles we
arrived in Bassano de Grappa on the Sunday morning prior to the competition.
Spending the frrst part of the day trying to find our way around we met up with Chris
Ashman, his partner, Joe (female) and the Riggs (cathy and Gordon) which was
fortunate as they knew their way around. Vy'e managed to book into the hotel near
launch which proved to be very convenient for flying but not so good for eating.
Having settled in we went to take off and found Jason Prior and Robin Hamilton
awaiting our arrival - as we had their gliders.

The site was impressive. About 3,000' above the plains which stretched 40
miles away to the coast and Venice. The ridge stretched away both east and west
allhough tv,'o rivers valleys which h¿d to bc crosseC either rvay anci the ritlge was less
distinctive to the west. Launch itself was very pleasant r.vith easy access, lrass to rig
on and nice sloping take-off. It is situated at the head of a valley about half a mile
back from the main ridge so the general trick was to launch and fly straight out onto
the front ridge to join the paragliders and free flyers who were using a separate
launch.

We spent a pleasant aftemoon exploring mainly to the east towards the piare
River where we got stuck for a time and had to fight the rotor behind a large cliff
before being able to head back towards take-off. After an hour and a half both Bill and
I began to feel the effects of lack of sleep and food and decided to land before we
threw up.

The next day we crossed the valley to the west and ventured along the ridge
but conditions weren't brill so we retumed east before landing.

Tuesday was the first serious practice day with the team at full strength. A task
was set to the east across the Piare to explore the section of ridge with dubious bottom
landings. Unfortunately, I blew it and never made the river but Bill faired better
crossing the river and establishing onto the ridge before returning to land by the river.
shaun Kimberley was the only one to make it back across to landat'goal'.

Wednesday we went west and I was keen to do better. Bill and myself were
flying together when we arrived at a point we named Death Valley. Unfårtunately,
Biii was slightiy lower and unwilling to fly into an area of no bottom landing. I had a
little extra height and gave it a go. Finding lift, I managed to join the rest oflhe team
and flew on to several prospective turn points before returning to land in what would
be the offrcial goal field adjacent to the trade fair.

So to the Comp!!

Day One:
Wow, what a line up of pilots with only the Aussies missing. Names like

suchanek, Pendry, Haney, crapanzano, Tudor, Ruhmer, phipps, Íhevenot and
Arkwright cluttered the list of pilots showing the quality of the competition!!

The task set \¡/as to the east across the Piare and beyond for another 30Km or
so then return to land at the goal held.
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V/e launched into ahary sky and joined the gaggles on the front ridge. I made
my way towards the river with steady progress. Unfortunately, due to the haze
visibility was poor and I misjudged the position and width of the crossing - having
failed to make it on the practice day. The result was that I only just made it across and
could not establish on the foothills on the far side. After scratching around for l0
minutes I landed with a group of l0 by the river. Bill had faired even worse, not
actually making the river, and landing by a building we affectionately named the
Temple of Doom!

The rest of the team did better with Darren Arkwright doing the best finishing
7th for the day. No one made it back across the river.

Day Two:
Bill and myself wanted points. The day was called off because of low cloud;

we went to the trade fair.

Day Three:
Bill and myself wanted points even more. The day was called off due to low

cloud; we went to Venice.

Day Four:
Bill and myself were desperate for points. The day was called off due to low

cloud; we visited a large war memorial.

Day Five:
It was too late to make up the points; the day vr'as a classic!!
Task set to the west and then 70 Km race to goal. Pendry launched when the

window opened (he also blew Day One) I was next, followed by the rest. It quickly
became apparent that the sky was good. Determined to make a good time I pushed on
but couldn't afford to go down as I needed to restore some credibility after Day One.
Making turn point one (Temple of Doom) I took a short cut back towards take off. It
worked. The route to turn point two took us over'Death Valley' again; I went in low
and again it worked. The rest of the flight was fairly straightforward hnishing with a
straight glide to goal. Pulling a steady 35 mph under a classic sky I raced into goal to
join l3 others who got ihere before me.

Bill, who was again low, went for it and flew into its jaws. Not finding lift he
took the only safe option and landed before descending into its throat, only to watch
those that did get spewed out in a column of hot air and spiralled away!

So ended Bassano '94, and interesting place and if a few months later, with
more predictable weather , probably a very nice place. If you fancy a comp early in
the season and a trade fair which was impressive to say the least give it a go - if you
can stand the drive.

COACHING COURSE: Names to Graham Phipps if you can

make it for September/ October.
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PARAGLIDING IN FRANCE

(oR FOR PTLOTS WrTH HANG-UPS)

OI{ A POI{CE IN PROVENCE

THURSDAY EVENING END OF APRII,.ISH

There's something about flying that attracts the strangest cross-section of people. (Well, just
look at you lot....)

I decided this looking around the bar of the only hotel in a small village deep in the Alpes du
Haute Provence. Besides Vicki and myself, there was:-

Paul, whiz kid, ex Oxford rowing blue, cunently Senior Logistics Manager, Toyota cars UK:

Jonathan, Statistician, Shefheld University

Adam, deerstalker on an estate near Cape Wrath.

Bill. fann manager, Worcestershire

Having established that I couldn't get a discount on a new Toyota. rustled venison wasn't
available, Bill didn't have any flying sites on his farm and that I don't know what Statistics
means, the talk naturally turned to flying and it turned out that even without the benefit of
bullshit, we were, with the exception of Terry, the Head Wrangler (or resident instructor), the
most experienced pilots in the group. Now this is both good and bad. Good because of the
enhanced bullshit and swank factor, bad because it's always you who gets flung ofïtemfiiing
hills first, always you who has to be the wind dummv, ahvays you who gets asked the
unanswerable questions (".... flying along 50 fèet beneath a Sea King, you experience a little
turbulence, anC at the same time notice a jet fìgt'.ter approaching on a collrlsion course at 600
mph. What do you do?....")

Anyhow, the good thing about this particular evening is that it's our first in the area, and we
haven't so far even seen a mountain, let alone been bullied into jumping off one This beer's
amazingly good....after the first tbur litres....why are people laughing at me....?.....schlurring
my wordsh..?....don't be shilly.... .anryay, early to bed, early to risesh.......what do you mean,
itsh after trvo in the morning ..........nonshensh.....
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FRIDAY

Beeyutiful morning as we load gear into the Landrover and set off towards Aspres, where two

of the group are going to practice top landings whilst we get mixed up with thermals.Aspres

turns out to be quite a long way by slightly spastic Landrover and we stop at the bottom of
the ridge to view the huge unmissable bottom landing field. I have to hand it to the Frogs -

they certainly are well organised, with notice boards, signposts to sites, windsocks etc.

As we grind up the seemingly interminable track, I become aware of Terry muttering

something about snow. Sure, we saw a bit of snow on the summit from lower down, but

surely only enough to keep the toes cool. A few minutes later, patches of snow appear on the

side of the track, and honors, even on the track itself. Still a long way to the top and sure

enough, a few bends later we are confronted by a wall of snow - without any tyre tracks. Still,
its a tbur rvhcel drive and Terry presses on.

After the second sidcways slidc torvards the precipice on the left, I decide that flying is

MUCH safer than certain other occupations. Terry agrees and reverses the Landrover

AAAGH - I'm in the back - down to a flattish parking place. "Not far to walk to the top" he

says.

I look up and disagree. In ideal conditions, walking can be quite pleasant - say on a sunny

beach littered with wall-to-wall topless beauties in the supine position - but trudgrng up a

steep mountain in deep snow carrying a paraglider has about the same scale of attraction as

cleaning a toilet bowl with your only toothbrush. I groan, curse, hoist the bloody thing on my

back and set off in pursuit of the younger generation who are legging it apace and no doubt

indulging in such energy wasting pursuits as snowball fighting and breathing.

Ten li-sht years, or about half an hour later we reach the top. I collapse. The red mist gradually

recedes, heart slowly comes off triple time and the view is great. There is a light breeze on the

hill and the first of the day's thermals (which Tenry assures me will be very gentle and

smooth) are riffling the little bushes as they come up the slope.

Sure enough the inevitable happens.

"John, I want you to go off first to give the others a bit of confîdence. Take o-fÎ fly along the

ridge and beat back until you pick up a thermal. Then into wind, count to four and circle if
you're high enough. Don't worry, they're very smooth at this time of day."

Oh yeah? And my old Mum's the Queen of Sheba.

Swank and bullshit factors now totally absent. I lay out and do my checks. Into the hamess,

build a wall and have a last look around. Why are they all watching me? Surely they must

have something better to do, like checking their own canopies, or having a pee or something?

Oh sod it. A good clean inflation, nice turn, two steps and gone. That showed'em!
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Its a beautiful great ridge, and the lift is just sufficient to maintain height if I scratch quite
close to the hill. This t do for a couple of beats and then become aware of Terry yelling at me
to get out further from the hill. I do so and immediately and gently start to descend.
Committing myself to a top to bottom, I am just sitting back to enjoy it, when I am struck by a
cross between an express elevator and a spin drier. The vario goes daft, I am hoovered
upwards, the canopy is pendulumming from side to side, rearing backwards and surging
forwards, and I am being flung around in the harness like a sporan on Burns' night. Sod you
Terry, if this is smooth, what is rough'l

Bottling out completely, I recall that the way to get out of thermals is just to fly straight and
level out of them (straight and level in this? thats a joke). However I am rewarded for my
cowardice when the canopy surges fbrward alarmingly (brakes you nit - but don't stall it!)
as it meets the descending air on the outside of the thermal. Things return to normal,
including the conditioti of niy lo-wer bowel and I resolve to thermal Codge rfl),, way to the
bottom landing field.

On the rvay down I blunder into a couple more, but none as nasty as the fìrst one. However, I

have had enough of thermals for today, so I fly straight through them like a true coward.
Composure returns as the landing field approaches and I make a good landing to impress
some Frogs in a 4 Trak with a hanger on the rack.

Waiting fbr the retrieve I watch the activity on top of the ridge. People are taking ofïand top
landing, but no one seems to be getting any real height gain. Can it be that I caught the only
real boomer, or is everybody else bottling out? Comforted by the thought I watch as
Somebody ( no names at this point will save me from revenge later) takes off on a f,rrst major
flight on a performance intermediate and enjoys the flight so much she misses the unmissable
landing field in favour of an adjacent ploughed field.

On the wav back up the hill I contemplate both the impending trek and the fact that in early
afternoon- just as we arrive back at the summit, thermal activity will be at its roughest.
However, on arrival at the top, (l draw a veil over the journey - some things are too painful to
contemplate) a reprieve has appeared in the shape of a brisk wind which has curtailed
activities. We sit around waiting for an improvement, but the wind strengthens, and
eventuallv, rvith totally insincere expressic,ns of regiet ("Bloody shame......i was just geiting
back into it..........looking tbrward to hooking another and not losing it this time.") we call a
halt fbr the day. Still, it's only Day One - six more to go. Anything can happen.

Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday.

And does. Four days blown and rained out. Terly v. embarrassed, having promised us rain and
wind free Provencal weather. I am personally not surprised - whenever Somebody elects to go
flying, all fliers in the vicinity might as well take up carpet bowls. Filled in the time with:-

Sightseeing. Enough said. We learnt tiom this activity that the French police conduct
random breath tests on Saturdays at every layby and roundabout and are stupid enough
to try and get the passenger of a right hand drive car to blow into the contraption.
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Drinking. A major indulgence from late afternoon till the early hours. I don't need to
describe the benefits and drawbacks of this activity to you lot.

Eating. As above, but cross refèrence to wind and tlatulence

Reserve parachute practice deployments and re-packing. What I principally learned
from this exercise is that my t-actory packed Apco Mayday, packed and signed for by
"George" in faraway Israel, had been packed with the pull down apex line leading
down OUTSIDE the canopy, thereby reducing its chance of opening to the chance of a
one legged man rvinning an arse kicking contest. Add George to my personal hit list
and vow vengeance.

Teaching the lads to play Fart Tennis. (PHARRP - Fifteen Love. PHARRP - Fifteen
All. PHARRP< PHARRP< PHARRP< Game,Set and Match - you get the idea.)
However none of them could hold a candie to yours truly - indeed, any such
procedure rvould be courting disaster in my present flatulent condition. My body
has become a chemical factory dedicated to the super-efficient production of
loathsome gases. Try to think of a commercial application, but without success - they
won't even bet on Fart Tennis.

Viewing various flying sites, including St. Andre - impressive - and Laragne - south
take-ofïOK, north take-ofï- forget itl.

Wednesday

Here we are checking our canopies on the north take-off at Laragne, with a nice northerly
breeze on the hill and the sun promising thermal activity later on. Terry assures us that the
precipitous, slippery, stonv, root-intèsted, pocket handkerchief sized, no way out if you make
a mistake, take-otï is not as bad as it looks (it couldn't be! ), and guess who he sends off first.
Full of confìdence (and vile f-latulence) I lay out in the gentle breeze and go fbr a reverse

launch. The canopy overtìies me,l fail to brake it in time. and I am digging my heels in like a
cartoon horse to avoid the unknown fàte awaiting below take-off.

Gathering up my bag of washing, I do it ovér again. This time the canopy only half gets away
before I brake it, and I take ofïpumping out a large asymmetric tuck. Behind me I can hear

Terry telling the lads that's not how to do it, but at least I'm away from that loathsome take-off
and still in one piece, and I turn left in gentle dvnamic lift, but find after a few minutes that
the breeze as yet is not quite strong enough to maintain height. Still, an excellent 20 minute
top to bottom in smooth air.

We all do the same and pile into the Landrover f'or another go. A bit more breeze this time
and a suspicion of some thermal activity, which I greet with mixed feelings. However, a
better launch and the strengthening breeze enable me to explore a bit more of this impressive
ridge, which seems to go on for ever. Untbrtunately, the lift doesn't, and I sink out towards the
landing field for avery pleasant and smooth 30 minute f'light.

3

4

5

6
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Third time lucþl Back at the top, the breeze has picked up with a vengeance, the sun is on
the slope and we are getting disorganised thermic activity mixed up with strong dynamic lift.
All this makes for a horrible take-off as rotor and stray turbulence trom the sunounding trees
and bushes swirl around the launch site. Added to this the site is getting crowded as the Frog
pilots roll up in droves (and an¡hing else with wheels).

Terry is getting quite excited , and wants us all to stay up for over an hour in order to qualifli
for the FAI Bronze Award. Never heard of it, but resolve to stay up for an hour if I possibly
can, because I know that some of the lads (and quite possibly Somebody Else) will certainly
have the bottle to do this under these ideal soanng conditions.

Therefore resolve to get off first while the conditions are reasonable (sneaþ move this). The
lvind has been slowly increasing throughout the day and is now nearing our upper launch
limits. Get off while you can John.

Nipping in quick behind a Frog hang glider, I find that the canopy is thrashing around
uncontrollably and it's all appalling, even with rving-tippers. Go fbr an inflation out of
desperation,tàil to brake the canopy-AGAIN!- and take ofTwith a huge asymmetric tuck.If
nothing else, this place is making my corrective reactions second nature.

Once oft I find the high speed elevator is in overdnve, but the spin drier hardly working at
all. Booming ridge lift rapidly takes me to 1000 feet ATO and thermic activity over the rocþ
bits keeps Eving me another 4-500 feet. This is the business!! At one point I was looking
down on 50 aircraft all using the ridge, including one sailplane.

However, at my dizzy heights, I am eventually joined by Terry and two of the lads, thereby
reducing the swank and bullshit potential to the realms of mere truth. But on a day like today,
truth is good enough.

With nearly an hour on the watch, at 1000 feet ATO I fìy down the ridge towards the landing
field and out over the plain. Flying is never an anti-climax, but leaving the ridge in those
conditions, tired and cold, and finding smooth neutral somewhat sinþ air in place of the
vibrant activity on the ridge was really strange.

Just scraped into the landing tìeld (my god, I didn't realise the sink was THAT sinþ) and
f'ound I was the tirst one down, reducing the bullshit tàctor still further. Twenty minutes later,
the two lads appear, f-ollowed by Terry. The expression on their faces said it all.

Sadly, Somebody had left the launch a bit late, got off OK, but H was unable to penetrate
through the compression zone. After that, it had been Hobson's Choice - over the back or over
the back. From on high, I saw her execute a perfect landing on the road to the south take-off.
All in all, quite aday.
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Thursday

Our last day. We set ofïon the journey back this afternoon. The day shows great promise,
clear blue sþ in the moming and an already hot sun. Terry reckons rt will be a classic.
Back to Laragne north take-off (againl). Not enough wind yet for anything dramatic, just a
light breeze on to the hill. This time, sneaþ as ever, I hang back, doing unnecessary checks
to let the others check it out and hopefully allow a little time for things to happen. One by
one, they take offand sink out.

Small pufry white clouds are now beginning to develop all around us (Laragne is ringed with
lift producing mountains), but nothing much is happening close to us and Terry is getting
restive. I lay out and reluctantly decide to go for the dreaded forward launch. At full line
stretch I simply lean forward down the slope. As if by magic, the canopy comes up smoothly
and gently. A touch of brake, run a few steps and off. That's better!

However, rvhat isn't better is the lift and I soon fìnd myselfjoining the others in the landing
field. The mountains all around are no\,v producing puffy cumulus like its going out of
fashion, and Terry is still making noises about classic days and first cross countries, so we
pile into the Landrover f'or what rvill be our tìnal flight of the trip. i catch myself actually
hoping to encounter the booming thermals so often described in Skywings, but not often
experienced by us lesser mortals. (OK, what i really want is lots of elevator with no spin
drier. )

At the top everyone and his dog has now turned up, lured no doubt by the promise of a classic
day, but over our bit, all remains stubbornly blue and quiet. Everybody is waiting for
something to happen. Nothing does, except that a fèw optimists take off and promptly sink
out.

Time passes, more hopefuls arrive, no one wants to go yet, and I keep thinking of how many
miles we have to go ere nighttàll. Patience snaps, I stride fbrward, lav out, do another good
forward launch (this has to be a record) and fìy off close to the ridge to see what is happening.

After a few minutes I fly into gentle but defìnite lift, but by this time my mind is on the road
home and I fail to take advantage of it and end up back in the landing fìeld. Half an hour later,
Somebociy joins me after a penèct approach and landing (the vatlev wind has shifted 180
degrees since I landed. ) So, in brilliant sunshine, rve pack up, load the gear into the car, and
hit the road.

But we'll be back.

Things I learned on a ponce in Provence.

French food makes you fart a lot.
French beer makes you fart a lot.
French wine makes you fart a lot.
Fear makes you fàrt a lot
Nobody will bet at Fart Tennis with a champion farter.
Flying paragliders in those conditions is DIFFERENT, and can be scary at first.
I don't know enough about it yet, but intend to keep on learning.

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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The Pipettes
the Maybe's
Mad Dogs
Bill's Boys

Po Name

1 Paul Wicks
2 Graham Phipps
3 Stephen Hawken
4 Paul Dunstan
5 .fohn Sekula

The Pipettes
The Maybe's
Mad Dogs
Bill's Boys

KERNOIV HANG GLIDING.

5.34R 5.34R

Kernow Winter XC League - Final Positions

Team Distance in Miles Total- Gl-iderPo Name

1 Graham Phipps
2 PauI Wicks
3 Paul- Dunstan
4 ,Tohn Seku]a

TP 26.22D
TM 5.34R
TP 1,0 .26D
MD 3.50

26.22
L6 .02
L0.26

3 .50

K5
Kiss
Kiss
Kiss

5.34R 5.34R

D = Doubl-e Distanee, R = out & F-eturn, T = Triangle Totar 56.00

Team Scores: -

Pos Team Score

1_

2
3
4

36.48
1,6 .02

3 .50
0.00

Kernow XC League - Positions as at 25th Aprit 94

Team Distance in Miles Total Gl-ider

5
13

7
5
3MD

TM
TP

TP

.34R

.11-

.62D

. 1_3

.50

16.02 Kiss
13 .l_t_ K5
7.62 Parapont
5.l-3 Kiss
3.50 Ki-ss

D = Double Distance, R = out 6¿ Return, T = Trj-ang1e TotaL 45.3g

Team Scores: -

os Team ScoreP

l_

2
3
4

L8.24
t6 .02

3 .50
0.00
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